BJP's Telaswamy withdraws 'Hindu revival' remarks after viral video

BJP MP Tapan Saxena has "unequivocally withdrawn" his commitment to "mixed revival" and "backing Hindus" claimed by members of the party's Telangana unit.

The video clip of Saxena's statement was uploaded on his Twitter account on Sunday. In the clip, Saxena said, "Why should Hindus suffer in an area where they are the majority? Let's make a joint effort to revive the culture of our ancestors."

The clip had gone viral on social media platforms. A program held in Telangana on Sunday was part of the 'Hindu Front'. Saxena, in his attempt to respond to the statement, had said, "I have no objection to the party's statement."

The statement caused a furore on social media platforms after the clip went viral on Sunday. The union minister and leader of the Telangana BJP condemned the statement.
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CTC: TAMIL STAR VADIVELU TO BE DEPARTMENTALIZED

The senior Tamil actor will be removed from all the organization’s events and duties until further orders. The actor, who is already suffering from mental health issues, has been under pressure for his remarks on the Kamarajar memorial event in May 2021.

SOURCES SUGGESTED POLL DELAYED BY A MONTH TILL JAN

The election commission on Monday decided to postpone the Lok Sabha elections in Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal, Rajasthan, and Assam by a month due to the Omicron wave of the virus. The announcement was made in the presence of the Election Commission of India (ECI) and the state pollution control board. The commission said that the decision was taken after consultations with the states and the election authority.
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COVID: TAMIL STAR VADIVELU TO BE DEPARTMENTALIZED

Mander Prabakar, the actor’s manager, on Tuesday said that Vadivelu has been removed from all the organization’s events and activities until further orders. The decision was taken by the organization after Vadivelu’s remarks on Kamarajar memorial event.

‘Cong will step up fight against paddy procurement, farmers’ issues, declares Revanth
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**6 Naxals killed in encounter...**

Contd from page 1

As per preliminary reports, five persons who were camping in the forest area were killed after an encounter with the security forces. According to reports, the NRF patrol team counter-attacked the Naxals after they took refuge in the forest. The government has not confirmed the information.

**Is the BJP planning simultaneous polls in TS to corner KCR?**

Contd from page 1

The BJP is planning to release its list ahead of the elections. Sources have informed that the BJP would launch its list next month. Sources have informed that the list would be released on December 7.
Hyderabad: Employee unions attempt to storm Secretariat

Demand allocations based on nativity

The Telangana Employees Association (TEA) and the State Bank of Muthoot (SBM) have announced plans to challenge the process of allocation of government jobs and services. The unions are pressing for a fair and transparent selection process, which they believe is necessary to ensure justice and equality for all employees.

The TEA has called on the government to review the current allocation system and to implement a new system that takes into account the needs and qualifications of the employees. They have also called on the government to provide transparent and impartial evaluation of the employees, so that they can be allocated jobs based on their merit.

The SBM has announced that they will be protesting outside the Secretariat on Wednesday to demand a fair and transparent allocation system. They have also called on the government to provide proper training and education to the employees, so that they can perform their duties effectively.
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Drone cameras set for Girijan Bhavan

Akkannapet Mandal of Gadwal District Collector and Project Officer Charan and Girijan Bhavan entrance were present on the occasion.

Drone cameras for Girijan Bhavan

The drone cameras were set for Girijan Bhavan in Gadwal District. The Installation of drone cameras was done in the presence of the District Collector and the Project Officer.

Tourism Department to hire drone camera services

The Tourism Department has decided to hire drone camera services for its upcoming projects. The department has invited applications from people interested in providing drone camera services on a temporary basis.

Husband axes relationship of his wife

There was a quarrel with wife upon the influence of alcohol, he pledged his full support to the government and cover VIP images of welfare and development works. Their hire charges would fight till justice is rendered.

BJP’s Nirudyoga Deeksha successful, but police foil Congress’ Rachan Bandh

The BJP’s Nirudyoga Deeksha was successful, but the police foiled the Congress’ Rachan Bandh.

UCC activist suspended

The UCC activist was suspended by the police. He is accused of extorting money from them, threatening to vacate their homes and planning a protest against the revision of the Excise Act.

Nagavalli Goud lays stone for Girijan Bhavan

The Nagavalli Goud laid the stone for the construction of Girijan Bhavan.

Revaithi condemns mass arrests of Congress leaders

Revaithi has condemned the mass arrests of Congress leaders across Telangana.

ECoR to run special trains for Sankranti

ECoR has decided to run special trains for Sankranti from 18 to 30 January.

Jagga urges Sonia to make Revanth to work as per party line

Jagga urged Sonia to make Revanth to work as per party line.

‘TRS must make Gouravelli project DP’s happy’

CPI state secretary Chaudu Venkata Radda on Monday said the TRS government had failed to make Gouravelli project DP’s happy. He alleged that the TRS government had not done anything for the beneficiaries.

Coaching centre questioned

A coaching centre was questioned by the police for taking any action against the BJP workers.

Rena Rajeshwari takes charge as SP

Rena Rajeshwari has taken charge as the new SP of Gadwal District. She replaces the outgoing SP, who had been transferred to a different district.

Gouravelli project office shifted

The Gouravelli project office was shifted from Indira Park to the Telangana government office. The shift was done to accommodate the increase in the number of people attending the programme.

Jagga Reddy urges Sonia to direct KCR to visit rest of the state

Jagga Reddy has addressed a statement urging Sonia and Rahul to direct KCR to visit rest of the state.

Maharaj temple

A tribal worker at the Maharaj temple had to be taken to the hospital after he was injured while working on the temple.

Mallanna lodge

Mallanna lodge was to be upgraded to a class in case CM gives appointments. He said that he would fight till justice is rendered.

Madhuri

On the last day, the api was allotted to the Madhuri for the wedding ceremony. She was to contribute to the grandeur of the wedding.

Spice

Spice was to be provided to the spices as a part of the wedding ceremony.
**EC assesses Covid situation in five poll states**

- In five poll states including Uttarakhand, Manipur, NCR, Kerala and Malappuram, EC assessed the Covid situation.

**Science and Tech Ministry boosted India’s innovation value chain**

- The Science and Technology Ministry has bolstered India’s innovation value chain.

**Vijayan, UDF cross swords over Silver Line project**

- Vijayan, the UDF's candidate from the multi-crore Silver Line project, is expected to face tough challenges from the BJP.

**Students eat mid-day meal together after caste row**

- Students in Kerala have started eating mid-day meal together after the caste row.

**Kerala on tax parameters, Uttar Pradesh worst**

- Kerala has emerged as the top performer in terms of overall health performance, while Uttar Pradesh is the worst.

**76 lawyers approach court on ‘hate speeches’**

- Seventy-six lawyers have written to the Chief Justice of the Kerala High Court demanding action against the leaders of political parties for making ‘hate speeches’.

**67% vote for LDF in Kerala, opposition UDF total vote percentage down to 33%**

- The results of the local elections in Kerala show a significant rise in the vote percentage for the Left Democratic Front (LDF).

**EC yet to issue code of conduct for assembly polls**

- The Election Commission has yet to issue the code of conduct for the upcoming assembly polls.
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- Seventy-six lawyers have written to the Chief Justice of the Kerala High Court demanding action against the leaders of political parties for making ‘hate speeches’.

**Malappuram (Ker) and Pithoragarh**

- Malappuram (Ker) and Pithoragarh are the constituencies with the highest and lowest vote percentages, respectively.

**Rise in Covid-19 cases: Guj CM makes resolution to resolve local body polls**

- The Gujarat High Court has issued a resolution to resolve the local body polls in the state.

**Maha legislative panel considers resolution for postponement of local body polls**

- The Maharashtra legislative panel is considering a resolution to postpone the local body polls in the state.

**No idea why Guv not giving assent to bill for bifurcation of HMC**

- The Maharashtra government has been waiting for the Governor’s assent to a bill for bifurcating the Hampi Municipal Corporation.

**Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH)**

- INTACH is a non-governmental organisation that works to preserve and promote India’s cultural heritage.

**Maha govt to hold Assembly speaker’s election today**

- The Maharashtra government has scheduled the election of the Assembly speaker for today.

**76 lawyers approach court on ‘hate speeches’**

- Seventy-six lawyers have written to the Chief Justice of the Kerala High Court demanding action against the leaders of political parties for making ‘hate speeches’.
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The Taliban see the opportunity to improve their standing in the international community, but their policies and actions will be crucial in determining their future. The situation in Afghanistan remains complex and dynamic, with many challenges ahead for the new government.
NFTs could be a promising route

Shun accommodative policy now

Reduction in therepo rate or pumping of more liquid is advised without any guarantee of propelling growth, it will yield negative outcomes

A crucial determinant of demand growth is demand

A one problem we find in our society, especially in scientific and academic circles, is that once people retire from service, we neglect them totally.

One problem we find in our society, especially in scientific and academic circles, is that once people retire from service, we neglect them totally. Our visionary scientists' nation cannot progress.
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Mahindra Holidays & Resorts to open over 300 rooms by March

Sensex ends 296 pts higher; Nifty tops 17,105

Sterile arm bags second transmission in auction in Brazil

Inflationary pressure likely to ease marginally soon

One-Moto launches new high-speed e-scooter

BBB invites applications for position of Union Bank of India

World stocks mixed in quiet end of year trading

Investment via P-notes to Rs 94,36 cr in Nov
Raghu on a mission to revive instrumental music

Singer-songwriter Raghav has been drawn to the music world for quite a while. The actor, who is passionate about music and hasforgotten his previous commitments,has announced his official retirement from music. It is a results of the global pandemic, which has pushed Raghav to focus more on his music career.

In an interview with Pioneer, Raghav said, “I have been thinking of retiring from music for a while now. The recent developments in the music industry and the challenges faced by independent musicians have made me realize that it's time to take a break from my career. I am going to start my own music production company and focus on creating music that resonates with my audience. I believe that music can bring people together and create a sense of unity in these tough times. I am looking forward to exploring new avenues and creating music that is unique and different from what I have done so far.”

Raghav also talked about the importance of independent musicians in the music industry and how they can create a positive impact on the world. “Independent musicians are the backbone of the music industry, and they play a crucial role in shaping the future of music. They are the ones who bring new and fresh sounds to the table and create a sense of diversity in the music world. It's time for the industry to support these artists and give them a platform to showcase their talent.”

Raghav’s decision comes at a time when the music industry is facing a major challenge due to the pandemic. He hopes that his action will inspire other musicians to take a break and focus on their music. “I hope that my decision will encourage other musicians to take a similar break and focus on their music. It's important for artists to take care of themselves and create something new and fresh.”

The bye-bye of cricket!

Harbhajan Singh

Harbhajan Singh has announced his retirement from all formats of game. In a video message on Twitter, the former India spinner said that he had made up his mind after consulting with his family and doctors. Singh, who has been a part of the Indian team for over a decade, said that he had made the decision after careful consideration and had consulted with the BCCI and the Indian team management.

The 38-year-old spinner, who has played 104 Tests, 288 ODIs, and 11 T20Is for India, said that he had made the decision after a lot of thought and prayer. “I have had a wonderful journey in cricket and would like to thank everyone who has been a part of my journey. I want to thank my family for their support, my teammates, and the BCCI for their support. I have enjoyed every moment of my career and will always be grateful to have been a part of this great game.”

The announcement was made after Singh’s retirement from domestic cricket in December 2021. Singh had been a part of the Indian team since 2003 and had played in 123 ODIs and 20 T20Is for India. He was the first Indian to take 100 wickets in a season and had played in 100 ODIs for India. Singh had been a part of the Indian team in the 2011 World Cup and had played in the 2015 World Cup.

One of the most successful bowlers in the world, Singh had taken 320 Test wickets, 288 ODI wickets, and 11 T20I wickets for India. His most successful season was in 2010, when he took 35 wickets in a season.

Despite his success, Singh had faced criticism from some quarters, with some people saying that he was past his prime. However, Singh had always been a fighter and had continued to play at the highest level until he decided to retire.

The announcement was made after Singh played in the 2021 edition of the Indian Premier League for Chennai Super Kings. Singh had been a part of the Chennai Super Kings since 2008 and had played in 68 matches for the team.

Sadak Joshi

Sadak Joshi, who had represented India in 21 ODIs and 1 T20I, has announced his retirement from cricket. Joshi, who had made his debut for India in 2010, had played for various Indian clubs and had represented India in the 2010 World Cup.

The 34-year-old all-rounder had spoken about his retirement in a video message on Twitter. “It has been a wonderful journey in cricket and I would like to thank everyone who has been a part of my journey. I want to thank my family for their support, my teammates, and the Indian team management for their support. I have enjoyed every moment of my career and will always be grateful to have been a part of this great game.”

The announcement was made after Joshi had played in the 2021 edition of the Indian Premier League for Royal Challengers Bangalore. Joshi had been a part of the Royal Challengers Bangalore since 2010 and had played in 132 matches for the team.

One of the most successful bowlers in the world, Joshi had taken 320 Test wickets, 288 ODI wickets, and 11 T20I wickets for India. His most successful season was in 2010, when he took 35 wickets in a season.

Despite his success, Joshi had faced criticism from some quarters, with some people saying that he was past his prime. However, Joshi had always been a fighter and had continued to play at the highest level until he decided to retire.

The announcement was made after Joshi played in the 2021 edition of the Indian Premier League for Chennai Super Kings. Joshi had been a part of the Chennai Super Kings since 2008 and had played in 68 matches for the team.
Actresses Spandana, Nikita Tanwani and Ritika Chakraborty, along with fashion lovers and models, were seen at the unveiling of “Soorkh”, an exquisite new wedding and festive collection by Amreen Asra in Banjara Hills.

BNI, the world’s largest referral organisation, hosted over two hundred entrepreneurs in the largest Conclave in the recent times.

A new branch of F3 Salon was inaugurated at HI-TEC City. The salon was inaugurated in the presence of prominent film producers Dil Raju, Sireesh Reddy and film directors Anil Ravipudi, and Gopichand Mallineni.

Christmas celebrations at Queens lounge club went on in a grand way with a cake cutting ceremony and carols. Everyone was dressed in red, sang, danced and played games.
entertainment industry has become a pan-india juncture now: Dhanush Babu

Actor Dhanush Babu worn in an atypical avatar, sporting moustache.

Sudheer Babu plays one of the most challenging roles in his Tollywood film. Shubh Labh has turned a different face for him, which is seen in Dhanush Babu’s new avatar. In the new avatar, he appeared to be a real hero, having a perfect body.

A film buff would have to be the one where I spotted an English film just for me. It was an ice cream recipe. I love ice cream and I wanted to watch the film. It was a really good film and I loved the music. It was a romantic film and I loved the story. It gave me a chance to reflect on my life and the choices I make.

Dhanush Babu is a world that I can’t live in. It’s filled with music and dance, love and laughter. It’s where I feel right at home. And, I always say that before the release of a film, my only concern is how it’s going to be received by the audience. When you release a film, you are putting your heart and soul into it, and you want it to be appreciated by the audience.

I love the way Dhanush Babu is wearing a suit in the film. He looks absolutely perfect. I think the film has captured the essence of his character very well.

The reason I chose to work with Dhanush Babu was because of his acting skills and his inherent talent. He is a natural actor and he brings life to any role he takes on. I think he is one of the most talented actors in Tollywood.

I am thrilled to work with Dhanush Babu and I am sure that he will do justice to this character. I am confident that the audience will love his performance in the film.

though the director took it in his stride, saying it only gave him more time to polish the film.
India beat Afghanistan by four wickets to enter semi-final
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India will look to realign targets
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Paralympic champion Krishna Nagar wins 3 gold at Nationals
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Right way to go: Shastri backs split captains in times of pandemic
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France forward Martial tells Man United he wants to leave
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Sergio Mendy

French senior women's hockey squad with 60 players, list to be pruned down to 33
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Great Northern
to soon get wrestling court with two rings
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Tender to develop a wrestling court with two rings will be invited soon
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New Delhi

A small group of 80 players have joined Bengaluru FC for the I-League trials, where the Indian Football Association, the state body for the sport in the South Indian state of Karnataka, has arranged for a 50 by 25 metres testing ground for three days with high-protein meals to help the candidates prepare for their next competitive event.

One of the top-flight clubs in India, Bengaluru FC, has picked up the young talent in the hope of finding new stars for its team. The club has also been running an I-League trial camp for the past few years, and this time the trials are open to all categories of players, including those with no experience in professional football.

The trials will be held from February 26 to 28, and interested candidates are encouraged to register on the club's official website. The club has also announced that they will provide accommodation and travel arrangements for the selected candidates.

Bengaluru FC has a long history of promoting young talent, and has produced several top players for the Indian national team in recent years. The club has also been successful in the I-League, finishing runner-up in the 2020-21 season and winning the title in the 2021-22 campaign.

The I-League trials are an excellent opportunity for aspiring footballers to showcase their skills and earn a professional contract with one of the country's top clubs. The club has also been known to offer generous rewards to the selected candidates, including salaries, travel expenses, and coaching facilities.

Bengaluru FC is looking to expand its academy and promote young talent in the country, and these trials are a step in that direction. The club has also been known to provide a supportive and motivating environment for its players, and this is a great opportunity for aspiring footballers to develop their skills and achieve their dreams.

Bengaluru FC has a strong history of promoting young talent, and has produced several top players for the Indian national team in recent years. The club has also been successful in the I-League, finishing runner-up in the 2020-21 season and winning the title in the 2021-22 campaign.

The I-League trials are an excellent opportunity for aspiring footballers to showcase their skills and earn a professional contract with one of the country's top clubs. The club has also been known to offer generous rewards to the selected candidates, including salaries, travel expenses, and coaching facilities.

Bengaluru FC is looking to expand its academy and promote young talent in the country, and these trials are a step in that direction. The club has also been known to provide a supportive and motivating environment for its players, and this is a great opportunity for aspiring footballers to develop their skills and achieve their dreams.